the substantive law of the
His rise started after he was appointed by IEBC chairman Wafala Chebukati as the October 2017 repeat presidential poll coordinator. “All applications to be submitted not later than close of business

concerns as iecb begins recruiting substantive ceo
In international sale of goods, the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) has been described as “the most successful substantive uniform commercial law

hong kong: international trade law benefits hk
Fifth Factor: Applicable Substantive Law As to the fifth factor, the applicable substantive law is federal, abstention is “disfavored” but the inverse alone does not support abstention

the ‘colorado river’ abstention: a potentially overlooked forum-selection tool
But it’s not at all a substantive argument on merit. That basis was that a new state law later struck unconstitutional required paid canvassers for signatures to have “passed” background checks.

the smallness of spite
This delayed Olympic year led to a high number of cases that were decided by the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) Ad Hoc Division in Tokyo. However, there was also several significant ethics and

a summary of 2021’s key sports law cases from the cas & sft
From antitrust to Jimmy Carter, these pieces by my colleagues stood out. Please donate so we can keep them coming.

in 2021, these were great articles you only find in the washington monthly
It has certainly been a challenging year for LGBTQ rights, but it’s important to take a moment to recognize the

5 good things that happened to the lgbtq community this year
The biggest challenge in the Ghislaine Maxwell case may not be in deciding whether her accusers are credible or even whether the evidence is provable, but whether the jury will be able to grasp the

the challenge presented to ghislaine maxwell jury: 4 accusers and a wide array of charges
appealed to President Muhammadu Buhari to comply with the law by inaugurating the substantive Board of the Commission. According to the newspaper report quoting the Monarch, HRM Monday Whiskey

why buhari should halt the illegality of sole administrator at nddc
The theory underlying that right to privacy is called “substantive due process”, or the doctrine that the constitution protects both the procedures of due process, such as how criminal law is

how dismantling roe v wade could imperil other ‘core, basic human rights’
A crisis of judicial legitimacy is upon us. Not only the court’s future, but that of American democracy, is at stake.
Amendments with retrospective effect to substantive part of criminal law is not permitted, but clarificatory amendments that seeks to remove an obvious mistake is permitted,” she said.

ndps (amendment) bill gets ls approval
while the substantive board should be inaugurated to manage the Commission in accordance with the law.”

nddc: group knocks akpabio over response to women, youths
The bill, sponsored by City Council President Lorena González and Councilmember Andrew Lewis, would require the law department as she hadn’t recommended any “substantive changes” to it

sea city attorney-elect ann davison comes out the gate opposing a pretty standard transparency bill
The substantive case filed by the lead counsel of Mr Quayson said the defendant was playing a delay tactics just to intimidate the law. “They cannot play the tactics to perpetuity, judgement will come by a substantive was grounded in law because the number of MPs

ohio supreme court needs to tighten calendar so it can rule on congressional map asap
Yes, per our standing orders, it says that when you want to challenge the Speaker on a ruling he has made, you should come by a substantive was grounded in law because the number of MPs

land company says wa violated state law with $304,000 fine
“I was and is no substantive difference between the two and technical assistance in writing as required by state law. The Department of Ecology said in an Oct. 20 news release that the

tricities company says wa agency violated state law with ‘arbitrary’ $304,000 fine
According to U.S. District Court Judge John A. Houston, the answer depends upon whether the action is considered substantive or procedural. Jimenez v. CRC Prop. Mgmt. West Inc., 2021 U.S. Dist.

revival rectifies removal
[16] The district court therefore dismissed the wire fraud conspiracy and substantive wire fraud counts as a matter of law “because the causal connection between Defendant’s alleged deceit and

doj may face hurdles in individual wire fraud prosecutions
Legal abortion undermines everything: science, medicine, law, politics undue burden, substantive due process, opportunity, life. In addition to the briefs submitted by the parties, the

from the first moment of her conception
The state of Mississippi has passed a law that effectively declares none of the liberal justices made any substantive arguments to defend Roe or Casey as rightly decided.

thiessen: on abortion, the supreme court is set to overturn decades of wrongs
With the title usually reserved for countries with very close relations, the upgrade suggests a substantive deepening most countries saw international law and a rules-based approach to dealing